
 

October 10, 2018 

FOP, Police Higher-Ups & Police Board  

Fail Our Police and Laquan McDonald 

I believe that the current contract between the city of Chicago and the FOP prevents the establishment of much 

needed reforms that would help to build trust between officers of the Chicago Police Department and 

community residents. Currently, tensions are running high between communities in Chicago and the police. The 

shooting of Laquan McDonald further strained those relations. 

16 shots. The shooting of Laquan McDonald by Chicago Police Officer Jason Van Dyke on October 20, 2014 on 

South Pulaski Road has changed Chicago. Coordinated police reports from that evening which conflicted with 

the dashcam video of the shooting have eroded the confidence Chicago residents have in the Chicago Police 

Department. The city approved a $5 million payout to McDonald’s family before a wrongful death lawsuit was 

even filed, part of $642 million the city has paid out in police misconduct cases from 2004-2015. Withholding the 

video until after the mayoral election has led to charges of a cover-up and the mayor not running for re-election. 

The conviction of Jason Van Dyke has given a measure of justice, but as I have heard from many, this is just the 

start of hope for our city. 

Our police and our city need trust right now, and we need to come together. The unfortunate killing of Laquan 

McDonald should be a wakeup call to the FOP that reform must be imminent, effective and real. The current 

contract between the FOP and the city of Chicago is preventing the crucial reforms that the police department 

and our city needs. 

Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 7 is the union that represents some 12,000 rank-and-file officers in the Chicago 

Police Department. The FOP cannot continue to believe that they exist only to protect police officers. If that’s 

what they think, then they have forgotten what being a police officer is. If the FOP truly believes that their duty 

is to serve and protect, they should encourage reforms that would produce stable working relationships with the 

people they are sworn to protect. This is good for the community as well as for the police serving on our streets. 

In addition, I urge Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan to investigate Garry McCarthy and other police 

department supervisors regarding their cover-up of coordinated police reports of the killing of Laquan 

McDonald. A special grand jury charged just lower-level cops - a detective and two patrol officers - even though 

several other higher-ups had been recommended for firing for their actions by the city inspector general’s office. 

According to the Chicago Tribune, the MacArthur Justice Center at Northwestern University Pritzker School of 

Law said the inability to indict supervisors involved in the alleged cover-up showed the weaknesses of the 

criminal justice system in rooting out what it called a “culture of corruption” and underscored the need for a 

court decree overhauling the Police Department’s operations. 



 

I also urge Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan to investigate whether former Police Board President Lori 

Lightfoot, who was appointed by Mayor Emanuel, played a role in obstructing the release of the dash-cam video 

of the killing of Laquan McDonald. According to the Chicago Sun-Times, at that time, Lightfoot was quoted as 

saying the video was withheld - not to get Emanuel safely past the April, 2015 mayoral run-off - but “to give 

deference to the state and federal investigations that were ongoing.” To me, it is very possible that there was a 

coordinated effort to suppress the dash-cam video; to move forward as a city, we need the whole truth. 

In the name of Laquan McDonald, we must continue the fight for justice, transparency, accountability, and more 

opportunities for people to be successful in vibrant communities all over the city, especially rebuilding the South 

and West Sides of Chicago. Let's give young people opportunities that Laquan didn’t have. Our taxpayer dollars 

need to help rebuild our city, not go to police misconduct payouts. Call the Fraternal Order of Police at 312-733-

7776 and the mayor’s office at 312-744-3334 to demand a police contract that protects both the police and the 

people of Chicago. Together as one city – North, South, West and East – let’s show our love for Chicago and 

come together as brothers and sisters to heal and grow and rebuild one Chicago. 

Sincerely,  

 

La Shawn K. Ford 

State Representative-Eighth District 


